Report 2010

The MCNs have been prospected using metal detectors. Results are encouraging and further exploration is planned for later in 2010.

Boundaries and pegs are maintained.
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INDEX TO ADJOINING MAPS

Mineral Lease: ML
Tenement Number: ML, 94
Holding: KLO
Authority (Section 118): AN, AC, AS
Gold or MR: 00
Substitute Exploration Licence Application (Section 31A): SELUA

INDEX TO ADJOINING MAPS

Mount Masson 14/2-II
Ming's Creek 15/1-III
Goodparra 15/1-IV
Union Reef 14/3-1
Moline 15/4-V
Callanan 15/4-V

S. WITH EVERY 5' VALUE BEING LABELED AROUND THE NEATLINE. ZONE 53 (AUSTRALIAN MAP GRID) ARE ALSO SHOWN EXTERNALLY. 10 METRES.